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summary 

The need for low airspeed neasurenent in helicopter flight test work 
has led to the dcvelapmant, at A. 8: IL..Z.S,, of 3 109~' airspeed indicstor 
designed to function within the rotor do~ww~~sh. the instrument EESSUPGS the 
m~gnitudc 2nd direction of the restitnnt flow beneath tne r&or 2nd resolves 
the horizontal component, this component being Z! ~pro~:~-rfi:~“coly ea_ual to the 
formrd speed of tile holicnptcr. i)ie~ults of calibrstion flights are shown 
for level flikht, climb and descent. 

During rz limited 2soossmen-t; thi: instrumnt funct;oncd sstisfxtorily at 
fOEGx?i speeds doxn to zero, but handling lititstiona of the helicopter 
prevcntcd steady Gocents being xde at forcl::Lrd sptieds belox rtbout 5-7 knots, 

--------------------_____I -1-----------------1------------------------------ 
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I. Introduction -sacm 

The n~cd for an accurate indication of lo-~ airspeeds has long boen 
apprlrent in helicopter fli,-h-ii test ~;;ork where measurements are frequently 
required in hovering or at 10~: speedss Such an instrument may also prove 
to be of operation,al v~luc in permitting techniques not considered practical 
at present. 

Though satisfactory ,QXXW 2'3 hots the convon-tional fixed pi-tot-static 
system is inadequate below this speed since the _uressure difference is too 
small to be detected by normal airspeed indicators, :lnd the rotor do;~n~c;sh 
affects the indication, producing large position errors. Several scnsitivc 
devices hsvc been tried on helicopters to messure these ion forward speeds 
but in all cases at A. & r1.E.E. the down;,rash affected the indication to such 
an extant as to make it unusable. 

The conclusion was reached that a satisfactory device would have to 
take full account of the rotor downwash an2 m idea from Dr. Cheeseman led 
to the development of a horizontal airspeed indicator described herein, 

2. Prin&l;le of operation *vn -- v-e-- 

The instrument X.S designed to measure the magnitude and d-irection of 
the airspeed at a pcint un&r tile rotor ~n3. to compute the horizontal 
component of this velocity, ;-hich, in umccelcrated flight, is shown to be 
approximately the same as the horizontal airspeed of the helicopter. 

If v; = horizontal component of tha resultant floT{ just beneath 
the rotor disc 

VL = horizontal component of aircraft speed 

V = .induced velocity :Lt rotor 

'&I3 = disc incidonct3 rektive to the horizontal 

Then 

For norm;&1 helicopter flight conditions, v sin*f-H is small compared to 
VL since the induced velocity is smell it high speeds snd,A small at low 
speeds; hence VLeVL. II 

If the velocity of z :e resultant flo;:r bencath t:e rotor is measured and 
also the cosine of the angle of this relative to the horizontrl, then the 
product of these tr::o quantities will give Vi and hence the horizontal airspeed 
of the helicopter. 

R-2. -l shor;s the theoretic;:1 values of the resultant flow V' at the 
r:tor disc for a Sycamore helicopter. It will be seen that in level flight 
V is always greater than 17 knots, and thus there should :;li~ys be a 
ressontLble ;;irflow to be detected by 3 pitot-static head pointing in the 
direction of the resultant airstream. -In pojJered descent however there will 
be cases near trio vortex ring state rirhon the flow over the dctcctint; hesd 
will ba very small and the cquipmor? L, may not perform satisfactorily under 
these conditions. 

Consideration has bcon given to the effects of horizontal swirl in the 
rotor downw:.sh. Estimates for 2 Sycamore in hovering flight, based on 
propeller theory, shor,cd a horizontal component in the downwash of about 
3 knots in tho region of tho detecting he:;.",. 

It should be noted tllat CL horizontal d-turn is presupposed from x-hich 
to measure the angle of the rcsult~nt flon. For the purpose of those tests 
the aircraft fuaeU:;e KS t&on ;;s the datum. IL refinencnt mould, of course, 
bc to provide a sp;,ce uro dstum, 
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3 l .-*-> -’ 
JIescrlption of 1nstrurrcn-t 

--- . , . r .  “‘,-%. a,L.,.. a 1 

The m~gnitudc ;:,nd JircctSon of the resultant airflow beneath the rotor 
l-@re m%sured by 8 ;JitG b sbt,i.C lietd saivelling 2 90' in the pitching plane 
on a horizon-t:,1 spindle, (Fig. 2). The head ~53 kept pointing In-Lo the 
airflow by c? p&7 of vaiws. 

The pitot rind ststic preswres were ducted through the spindle to the 
supporting body and thence to th2 :tirspeed transducer. 

The spindle, which rotated with the pitot-static head, iirove 3 scotch 
yoke mechanism through "I:1 geLtring. The crosshead of the yoke cwried L 
wiper arm workin:; over a potcnti3meter, The movement of -the cro3s he2.d of 
the scotch yoke, ad hence the output of the potentiometer, was proportionsl 
to the cosine of the an& of rotstion of the hriving crank. 

This sssembly ~-~~a mounted on 2 vertical support tube cc;rrieil on 3 
horizontal ~013 projecting lsterrzlly from the aircraft fuselage on tine side 
of the retreating blade (Fig, 3). The detecting head ~33 approxirtlztely 6 
fe& from the rotor ccntro, ct YG" in szimutil, and 3; f'ert below the rotor 
disc. 

The airspeed transducer wfts similrtr -Lo 3 normal airspeed indicator 
except t&t the capsule op;ratc41 the wiper arm of n potatiometer instead of 
-the ususl pointer. 'This ;Iotentiometer output was approximst&y Z square law 
relationship over th; ranZ2 O-&O knots ,%nd linoa thereafter ~3 3'1wv'n in 
Pig . 4. The trcinsducer ~2s mounted on the support tub2 of the swivelling 
head a- ascmbly in order to minimise t:le lsngth oi" Trossure piping necas3ary, 
thus reducing lsgs arid losses. 

The electric:;1 leads from the cosine potentiometer and the sirspoed 
potentiometer ;wrc Ir,$.a2 lo & control box fitted on the rear 3eat of the 
sircr3,f-t o 

Fig. 5 shows the clectricL1 c.ircuit of the system, The arm containing 
the f%xed reuistars 2, 2nd R2 end tile airspeed potentiomctcr P, wt~s fad 
with e. regu1atcli VoltLge supply; -this tirrn formed an clsment?.ry square 
rooting system, The output i'ror2 this potentiometer ~33 proportional to 
tots1 pitot speed betweun ?O and 40 hots es shoi;m in pig. 6. Since the 
resultant floss- for normL.-1 flight is never likely to be much under 17 knots 
( Fig, 1) the deprxrturs from iinarity at low speeds is of little significance. 

The output of the Srspeed arm ~1s then fed to the cosine: potcn'l;iometer, 
Tha voltage from this poten-tioneter rfipor was thus proportion21 to V Co3;(':, 
v;heru V' ~6s the tot.%1 flow sn,I/Y it3 direction relative to the fuselL;ge 
datum, 2nd was measured on LZ O-4 milli~mmeter. 'ikirxuing resistors/ war? fitted 
for sdjustment of the full scsle neter pealing corresponding to V = 40 knots, 
atp = 0. 

In order to obt;;,in permanent records of the ST/-stern performance, g~lvs- 
nometers in :: igussunot continuous trace recorder t-iere connected to the output 
of the airspeed wm and in p,;rnllcl with the indicating metcr, Calculations 
3hotuod th&t the circuit should be reE?,sonnbly actuate, though ideally buffer 
stczges should be inserted between tkc airspeed End cosine potentiometers and 
betxccn thy cosine potc,ntior:at;r :;nJ the in<lic;;tirzg meter. 

Initial tests w-e aimed :.,C csllbrstin& the lot:a airspee indicator in 
lcvcl flight at two rotor speeds, 245 and 227 r.p.m. Sub:;equcntly check 
test3 WSJ.'C: mcde in climbin;; f)liL~hL at full po::e~ and in powered descents. 
~11 tests were m:&e usin:, 2, Sycaorc Xkel,g helicopter. 

Lz qualitstivc a;scssmznt of the inatrunont ws3 m&c at low speeds <And 
in steep ~~~~PO~LC'nCS. 
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Flight calibrations were made using three methods, described below, all 
tests being made in reasonably steady winds of less than IO knots. 

(a) Formation on vehic~l. 

The first attempt s at flight calibration were made by formating on 
a vehicle driven cllorlg the rum&y in the same direction as the wind, 
A sensitive cup anemometer was mounted on the vehicle with the cups 
about 3 feet dbovo the roof. This anemometer gave a continuous 
display of true airspeed on a meter mounted before the driver and 
thus it was possible to drive the vehicle at known airspeeds. 

This system of calibration produced considerable scatter in 
the results at the lower speeds due mainly to the difficulty of 
formeting accurately on a slowly moving veh&cle. Tho difficulty 
was enhanced by the need for the aircraft to be some distance away 
so that the rotor downwssh did not affect the anemometer. 

After i\ fen preliminary tests this method tvas discarded. 

(b) Speed course 

In this method a apeed tours';: 150 ydrds long zas laid out into wind. 
The pilot flew over the course in both directions at approximately 
100 feet altitude dnd at L nominzl reading on the visual meter of 
the low airspeed indicstor. The time for each run nas taken by 
observers on the ground and by an ob server in the aircraft who also 
operated the Husscnot recorder. The wind speed was checked between 
each run by a cup anemometer mounted on a 20 foot pole. 

(c) Camera obscurz. - 

The third method made use of a camera obscure -which projected an 
image of the aircraft on to n plotting table. This image vas 
plotted across the table at one second intervals with tho aid of an 
audible timing device, thus giving the track and a measure of the 
horizontal speed of tho helicopter, The aircraft was simultaneously 
tracked by 2 recording theodolite set up about s mile away to 
determine accurntcly the hoi&t of the aircraft, this data being 
required to dcfino tha scale of the camera obscura plot. Communi- 
cations links wore estAblished from the camera obscura to the 
theodolitc .and aircrafte 

The aircraft made runs into hind or downwind over the camera 
obscura at heights between 1000 feet and 2000 feet, depending on 
the test. Yhcn the image appeared on the plotting table observers 
in the aircraft and at the theodolite 'vrere instructed to start their 
respective recorders. At some time during each plot all records were 
synchronised by a count-down from the camera obscura. 

Before and after calibration runs, smoke puffs were fired from 
the aircraft at the operating height to determine wind speed and 
direction. These puffs were plotted as above. 

From the assembled data the airspeed of the helicopter was 
calculated and compared against the recorded low airspeed indication. 

5. Results of tests_ s-s 

5.1 Level fli,yht 

The calibrations obtain& in level flight for two rotolr speeds are 
shown in Fig. 7; the speed course method W.S used for most of these tests, 
though two points obtained from the camera obscura are shown. Whilst the 
curves for each rotor speed are well esttiblishod there is an appreciable 
steepening of the curve in the O-20 knot region in the case of the higher 

/rotor.,. 
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With this in mind it will be realised that the scatter of the level 
flight results of Fig* 7 is not large. The scatter of the climb and descent 
tests (Figs. 9 & IO), is considerably greater thsn that of the level flight 
case, but it is possiblo that this reflects the increased difficulties in 
technique rather than shortcomings of the instrument. Support for this view 
wzs obtained from the qualitative assessment during which the mean level 
flight calibration was narkcd on the pilot's visual meter. This calibration 
enabled the pilot to maintain steady and consistent indications of low 
airspeeds during level flight, climbs 2nd descents made in light or zero 
minds , 

In its present form the low airspeed indicator could be a useful 
instrument for test purposes and its value in t,.is field will be investigated. 
The difficulty of calibration however will At present limit its application 
to a single aircraft. 

From the operational aspect, there is general agraement among pilots who 
have used the low airspeed indicator that such an instrument zppssrs to be 
desirable and that it permits manoeuvres not practical with current instrume- 
ntation. It is possible however that handling problems of particular current 
helicopters at very low speeds may prevent the potential value of such an 
instrument from being fully exploited in the near future, e.g. in steep 
approaches. 

Consideration has been given to the advisability of combining the present 
low airspeed indicutions (which are horizontal speeds) ;;jith vertical speed 
indications to present'speed along the Plight path'. In general the handling 
characteristics of a helicopter depend on the direction of the flight path 
3s well as the speed along it. This is particularly true at low speeds as 

can be seen by considering the difference in handling between a helicopter 
flying level at 5 knots and one attempting to descend vertically at the same 
speed (500 ft./min,). It is necessary therefore to present vector information 
to the pilot and the most practical solution appears to be separate indications 
of the horizontal and vertical components of the vector, since these are the 
references throu'gh which the helicopter is controlled. 

The present instrument has mechanical limitations of 2 9C," in the 
pitching plane and ways of extending this range are being examined so that 
indications of bachfar& flight may be obtained. 

It is considered however that the low airspeed indicator described in 
this Report shows sufficient promise to ;Jcs?LYDt more development than can be 
undertaken at this Establishment. It is recormcnded therefore, that a small 
number of prototype instruments (possibly 3 or 4) should be made by an 
interested firm for flight evaluation by other Units, e.g. Z,A.E,, B.E.A. 
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rotor speed. A moan of theso results may be drawn. differing by less than 2 
knots from the mean curves for individual rotor speeds. This mean wlibration 
is shown in Fig. 8 plotted against airspeed. Check calibration points for this 
were 0bt2inod at 270 r.pd2. in level fligh-t using the camera obscurs and are 
show in Fig. 9. 

Results obtained in climbing flight at full powr and rates of climb 
betvleen about 600 and 1000 ft/min. using the camera obscura are shown in 
Eig. 9. The scatter of results about the mean level flight cslibration is conside- 
rable though there appears to be a steepening of the cdlibrstion curve for 
climbing flight. 

Powered descent -w-y_ - 

'%o camera obscura technique was .I. again used in the powered descent 
calibration for rates of descent between zbout 100 and 500 ft/min., depending 
on speed, and the results are shown in Fig.lO. 'Ihero is considcrible scatter 
in the results, reasons for >vhich cre discussed later, but there appears to 
be a shift of Zbout 3 knots away from the mean level flight calibration. 

5.4 Pilot z3essment C- 

During calibl-ation runs considerable difficulty was experienced 
at 10~ speeds in maintaining the &sircd lo;;- ~irspoed indicctor readings. It 
NSS not clear at first whether those difficulties arose from the need t0 
position the ci.rcr&t prccisoly i;l space, requiring constant changes between 
instrument :Lnd external references, or whether the low airspeed indicator 
itself gave inadequate indica.tion. Subsequent checks however she-;fed that the 
instrument gave steady indications enabling lot: and zero forward speeds to be 
maintained in level flight and climb. 

An investigation ~2s made into t?e vcllue of such an instrument during 
&+z;z ;ppro;lchcs. Initi,zl tests on to a flight path indicator sot at 150 

-3 knots) showed that steady doscents at ?O knots could be made with 
the pilot not 1ooSng out, flight p:ith references being passed to him by an 
observer as 'high/lo~' indic&tions. At 5 knots however great difficulty ws 
experienced in holding steady conditions. 

Vertical approaches ro1Ltivc to the ground were attempted, &gain with 
the pilot relying on information passed to him as 'ovar/undor' indications 
by the observer. Vortic~~l descents from 1000 feet (wind 20 knots) to 100 
feet (rtind 5-7 knots) proved to bc both practical and confortablo, Similar 
approaches attempted in zero wind, horievsr, were unsuccessful since with 3 rate 
of descent of 150 ft./G-n. the aircraft could not be controlled accurately 
when the speed GLS in the O-5 knot band, ,s this region VKI,S entered tl. m:Jrkcd 
tail down tendency KLS noted and the control correction resulted in excessive 
nose down attitudes :ind increased spwd, 

In the conditions described above, i.e. below; 20 knots, the standard 
airspeed indicator did not give a ussblc indicstion. 

6. Discussion and Conclusions 

2-~ major ciifficulty in the daveloprzcnt of the 107~ cirspced indicator has 
been in establishing experimental techniques to calibrate the instrument in 
flight. These techniques wzr~ critically dependent on v.ind conditions and 
whilst the windspued could So monitored continuously during lcvcl flight 
calibrations by the speed course m&hod, the s:~ze could not be done during 
climb and descent using the camera obscurs. In theso cases the most that 
could be achieved was :J, sm~J1 numbvr of spot chocks of the wind at a 
particular altitude mado aith snoko puffs during the tests. In addition 
the pilot's task of flying ;iccurato instrument indications whilst 
maintaining track within tight limits wss considwsble. 

/With... 
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With this in mind it teill be realised that the scatter of the level 
flight results of Fig. 7 is not large. The scatter of the climb and descent 
tests (Pigs. 9 22 IO), is consider&bly greater than that of the level flight 
case, but it is possible that this reflects the increased difficulties in 
technique rather than shortcomings of the instrunent. Support for this view 
was obtained from the qualitative assessment during which the mean level 
f !.ight calibration was nwkcd on the pilot's visual meter. This calibration 
enabled the pilot to maintain steady and consistent indications of low 
sirspeeds during level flight, climbs and descents made in light or zero 
minds. 

In its present form the low airspeed indicator could be a useful 
instrument for test purposes and its value in t'.is field will be investigated. 
The difficulty of wlibration however will Lt present limit its spplic3,tion 
to ;?. single aircraft. 

From the operztionzl aspect, there is generrl agreement among pilots who 
have used the low airspeed indicator that such an instrument cppzsre to be 
desirc*ble and that it permits manoeuvres not practical with current instrume- 
ntation. It is possible however that hlzndling problems of particular current 
helicopter s at very low speeds may prevent the potential vclue of such an 
instrment from being fully exploited in the near future, e.g. in steep 
approaches. 

Consideration has been given to the ndvisability of combining the present 
low airspeed indications (which are horizontal speeds) with vertical speed 
indications to present'speed along the $Xight path', In general the handling 
characteristics of n helicopter depend on the direction of the flight path 
as well as the spcad along it. This is particularly true at low speeds as 
can be seen by considering the difference in handling between a helicopter 
flying level at 5 knots and one attempting to descend vertically at the same 
speed (500 ft./&.). It is necessary therefore to present vector information 
to the pilot ad the most practical solution appears to be separate indications 
of the horizontal andvertical components of the vector, since these me the 
ref erenccs throu'gh which the helicopter is controlled. 

The present instrument has nechanicczl limit%?tions of k ?Cto in the 
pitching plane end ways of extending this rage 'zre being examined so that 
indicetions of backwards flight may be obtained. 

It is considered hoaever that the low airspeed indicator described in 
this Report shows sufficient promise to sarrant more dwelopment than can be 
undertaken at this Establishment, It is recomonded therefore, that a snail 
number of prototype instruments (possibly 3 or I!) should be made by an 
interested firm for flight evalurttion by other Units, e.g. ;i.z~.E., B.E.A. 
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